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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

OL
DOB (Age)

8-19-84 (32)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Johnson, Marcus

TEAM

MIAMI DOLPHINS07-4th-NO

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Towson (MDTO)

A 11th year starter who has started 112 out of 124 games played, including 16 starts in 2016. Healthy

throughout most of his career, only missing 5 games in 11 seasons, and missing no games in 2016. Playing OT

for 10 seasons, he made the move in 2016 to G, spending his 2nd season in Adam Gase’s mixture of West Coast,

Air Coryell passing offense, with a Zone-blocking run scheme. Very good height, weight, hands, and arm length

displaying solid AA with good balance, quick feet, good lateral movement, and adequate flexibility in his hips.

Good competitive toughness, extremely aggressive finishing off blocks consistently blocking through the whistle,

while displaying mental toughness late in games, rising to the occasion while staying consistent in his technique.

Solid mental processing in the run game, solid at identifying 2nd level run fits in both power and zone runs. Good

ability on Base blocks, fires off the ball quickly with good play speed at the snap staying low, displaying good

UOH to gain leverage, using good hand placement with good base to push weaker DTs into the second level. On

Down blocks he stays square to the line of scrimmage, and at contact able to get his face mask between the

outside shoulder and neck of the defender, with good base to drive at the POA. Solid in Pass Pro, drives off front

foot to create space to get to the set point, mirroring defenders laterally displaying quick feet. Good punch

timing, finding the strike zone using violent UOH to gain leverage, and twist elbows to counteract the defender

locking and controlling DTs. Struggles in Zone blocking, poorly executing Reach blocks by not getting to play-side

shoulder of the DT, struggles to bring his hips across the target stopping him from squaring up, and driving down

field. Very slow in space, not taking the proper angles to seal defenders, not stopping his feet, and lunging at the

POA hurt him when attempting to engage with defenders at the 2nd level. Struggles when asked to pull, is slow

getting out and around the corner, not showing the ability to flip his hips to wall off defenders when executing

Pin-Pull Sweeps. Struggles with mental processing in Pass Pro from the interior, not executing Area reads

correctly versus blitzes and stunts by not switching off to the correct defender, allowing free lanes and open

holes to the QB. Struggles with quicker, agile DTs in the interior during Pass Pro, not being able to maintain a

good inside post-foot to take away the inside pass rush from DTs who are quick off the ball. Struggles with DTs

who can match his power in Pass Pro, displaying marginal anchor ability by not sticking his feet in the ground to

build his house, exhibiting marginal play strength to hold ground against a good bull rush being pushed back into

the pocket. Overall, a starting OL you can win with who brings versatility to an OL by being able to play both OG

and OT. Designed for a Gap/Power blocking scheme that uses his ability to fire off the ball quickly and drive at

the POA. He is better suited at tackle because of his quick feet, good lateral movement, and solid technique in

Pass Pro. Struggles with reading blitzes and stunts from the interior, play strength, and lack of ability to pull,

make him a liability at the guard position. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

124
Games Started

112
Games Won

Mental Processing, Zone Blocking, Play Strength, Pulling

PROJECTION A starting OL you can win with who brings versatility to an OL by being able to play both OG 

and OT. Designed for a Gap/Power blocking scheme that uses his ability to fire off the ball 

quickly and drive at the POA. He is better suited at tackle because of his quick feet, good 

lateral movement, and solid technique in Pass Pro. Struggles with reading blitzes and stunts 

from the interior, play strength, and lack of ability to pull make him a liability at the guard 

position.

2016 : VS SEA 9/11/2016 VS NE 9/18 VS. CIN 9/29/2016 @ NYJ 11/6/2016 VS BAL 12/4/2016 

69
Winning %

55%
Positions Started

INJURIES

OT/OG

Best suited for a quick passing Gap/Power blocking scheme.

2013- WK 6 Right Calf(Probable, Played) 2014- WK 5 & 6 Right Knee & Right Ankle( Missed 

Game) WK 7 Right Knee & Right Ankle( Probable, Played) 2015- WK 1 & 2 Back (Probable, 

Played) WK 4 & 5 Concussion, Right Shoulder(Missed Game) WK 6 Right Shoulder(Missed 

Game) WK 8,9,10 Right Shoulder(Questionable, Played) WK 11 Right Shoulder(Probable, 

Played) 2016- WK4 Wrist(Questionable, Played) WK 9,10,11,15,16 Right 

Shoulder(Questionable, Played) WK 13 Calf(Questionable, Played)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

38.5 Career Sacks Allowed, 2013-5.5 2014-6.5 2015-1 2016-4.5. 0 Postseason Sacks 

Allowed in 7 career games.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Gap Blocking, UOH, Competitive Toughness

WORST


